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 Speaking of Balzac, somebody mentioned that Balzac said, “If you want to be a 

writer — if you want to be a writer -- you must write all the time” and Faulkner said, 

“That’s absurd.  You can’t write all the time.”  Faulkner probably said, “That’s absurd.  

You can’t write all the time.”  If you’re not writing, you need to be reading.  And I can’t 

think of better advice for writers.  Experience will handle itself. 

 He did enlist in the Royal Flying Corps for World War I, went to Canada, learned 

to fly, was trained, but the Armistice came before he could ship out.  Yet when he came 

back to Oxford, he walked around with a limp and a cane and claimed that he’d been in 

some aerial combat.   

 He wrote poetry as a young man, mostly love poems.  It’s a shame but some of 

that stuff survives.  In fact, another edition of it was published a few years ago of found 

Faulkner poetry.  How would you like it if the stuff that you wrote in junior high was 

published for all the world to see?  I don’t think you should do that to authors.  I just 

really don’t think that should happen.  Some of this is really pretty wretched stuff. 

 He fell in love with this woman who — well, he was called Count No Account in 

town as a young man because he was known not to be very ambitious or up to anything 

— and she declined and married a rich boy from the town.  They left the country.  In 

fact, they went to China, I believe.  She later divorced him and came back, and Faulkner 

proposed this time on the basis of being a published author.  She married him, but it 

was a real rocky time.  Both of ‘em drank too much, both of ‘em — and there were lots 

of fights.  He just never got back to the place that he wanted to be with her, but it’s kind 

of romantic that he got his old — you know, if you didn’t get your high school 
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sweetheart, you know, it could’ve been worse.  Might be the answer to that. 

 Mentions Sherwin Anderson who Faulkner met in New Orleans.  We talked about 

that when we talked about Sherwin Anderson who had influence on a lot of younger 

writers.  And he looked at Faulkner’s poetry and he said, “What you need to do is write 

prose and write about Mississippi.  Write about what you know.”  That famous old piece 

of advice.  And Faulkner took it and the rest is history. 

 They mention his mansion, Rowan Oak, which is right near the Ol’ Miss campus.  

I believe Ol’ Miss owns it and runs it now.  But it was a ruined mansion where most of 

the life after he lived there Faulkner tried to improve it, and after 30 years there, and 

restore it to its antebellum glory.  But he never did and it was always kind of dilapidated 

and falling down. 

 I don’t think you need to learn this, but some people go out of their way to learn 

it.  Yoknapatawpha County is the name of the created county that he made which really 

represents Oxford, Mississippi, and its environs.  And like Thomas Hardy who created 

Wessex — I mean, it’s really Dover and Cornwall and the area around Exeter, and all 

the way up to Oxford.  But he called it Wessex and soon even people in England called 

that part of England Wessex.  It hadn’t been called that since the time of King Alfred.  

So that he created a region with its own myth, its own references, its own archetypes, 

based on a real place and claimed it as his own.  Every Mississippi writer has to deal 

with the ghost and accomplishment of William Faulkner, for good or evil.  But that’s what 

Yoknapatawpha County is all about. 

 The Sound and the Fury was his first great novel, 1929.  He’d written a couple of 
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less successful books.  It wasn’t a successful book.  It wasn’t a best seller or anything, 

but it’s certainly a success as a novel.  Where’d he get that title, The Sound and the 

Fury?   

 [Inaudible student response] 

Macbeth.  A soliloquy about “life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player who struts and” 

— I don’t want to do the whole thing.  It’s a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury 

signifying nothing. 

 The book is four parts and the first part is narrated by an idiot, Benjy, who’s 34 

years old and has the mental age of about a 2- or 3-year-old.  And for many pages, you 

can’t quite figure out what is going on because you’re in Benjy’s head.  He keeps talking 

about somebody saying four and he keeps talking about the little flags.  He talks about 

the little balls and you finally figure out that he’s standing next to a golf course.  And it 

works that way. 

 The second part is told by Quentin who is Benjy’s big brother and it takes place 

on the day that he commits suicide in New Haven.  He’s gone off to Yale and, oh, he 

begins his day by pulling the hands off of his watch.  Anybody reading this?  I’m not 

spoiling it for anybody. 

 And the third part is told by Jason, a third brother of the Compsons — of the 

Compson family, this once grand family that’s fallen on hard times.  This is really 

southern gothic.  That’s my favorite part.  Jason is an absolute jerk.  He is a mean man.  

For instance, he has a ticket — it’s only worth a nickel but a nickel was a lot, I guess, 

back then — he has a ticket to this little fair.  And Luster, Dulcie’s son — Dulcie is the 
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cook and the maid and the woman who holds the household together because his 

mother is, of course, confined to bed with her nerves and the — well, anyway.  I won’t 

get into all of this.  But you can imagine — you know how Southern fiction works.  And 

he has this ticket and Luster says, “If you’re not gonna use it, can I have it?”  And he 

just opens up the top of a stove — if you’ve ever seen those old wood-burning stoves — 

and drops it in, just burns it right in front of the little boy’s eyes.  Just to be mean.  

 And the last part is more or less told — it’s not told in first person, but kind of 

from the point of view in a way of Dulcie, the black retainer, who has more sense and 

more spine than any of the other people in the book.  And Faulkner winds up saying, 

“They endure,” talking about the black people in the novel. 

 It’s a good book and I’m just — I mean, I just turn — there’s a lot of stuff going on 

in there, everything from sublimated incest to, oh, just the whole Southern thing.  

Faulkner made it all possible.  Tennessee Williams and Flannery O’Connor would not 

have any — have a chance if it hadn’t have been for William Faulkner’s pioneering 

everything. 

 As I Lay Dying is an extraordinary experiment piece that came the next year, 

1930.  There are 15 narrators telling the same story.  The mother is dead and she’s 

nailed in the coffin, and they have to take her 40 miles to bury her.  She’s not been 

embalmed and it’s high summer and it is awful.  Vardaman’s one line, I think, is “Mother 

smells — my mother’s a fish.”  He’s talking about the odor that comes through.  But I’m 

really simplifying.  I’ll bet some of you’ve read that.  I didn’t do that to you. 

 Sanctuary, a sensational work about sex, gangsters, official corruption, and 
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urban violence.  I like the way they footnote that.  The thing was written in ‘29 and came 

out in ‘31.  He wrote it for money.  He said, “I wrote that thing for money.”  That’s why it 

has all the sensational ingredients.  And so for many years I refused to read it.  I 

stumbled through Absalom, Absalom! and some of the more difficult books, but I 

wouldn’t read that because I thought, “I’m not gonna read this thing that he just said he 

wrote for money.”  It’s good.  It’s really good.  Temple Drake and Popeye the gangster.  

Well, I won’t go on about it. 

 Three different periods in his life — in the ‘30s and ‘40s and ‘50s, different times 

— he worked in Hollywood as a scriptwriter.  He collaborated with Howard Hawks, the 

great director, on several movies.  There’s a famous anecdote where Howard Hawks 

took Faulkner hunting with him.  I believe they were in Idaho.  And they were in the Jeep 

and along on the trip was Clark Gable.  And when they all got in the Jeep and they’re 

going down the road, and Hawks introduces everybody to everybody, and Gable says to 

Mr. Faulkner, “Mr. Faulkner, what is it that you do?”  And Faulkner says, “I’m a writer.  

What do you do, Mr. Gable?”  Which I always thought was kind of nice.  I hope that 

really happened.  He did — Bogart played in it, Bogart and Bacall, To Have and Have 

Not, Hemingway’s novel, and he said he had a really good time making a movie version 

of that.  Anyway, Raymond Chandler’s The Big Sleep.   

 Well, there are other great books like Absalom, Absalom! and Light in August.  

Toward the end of his life he wrote several about the Snopes family.  The Snopes family 

is the family that appears in “Barn Burning” and they’re kind of the exemplar of the poor 

white trash, is the best way to put it.  Whereas the Sartorises would be — and the 
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Compsons, the old noble white families that have fallen on hard times. 

 He won the Nobel Prize in 1950 largely because of a novel called Intruder in the 

Dust, which isn’t particularly great.  It’s kind of crypto — or not crypto, but early To Kill a 

Mockingbird sort of thing.  And Faulkner was not a champion necessarily of racial 

justice.  He was to a degree in his fiction.  He wasn’t so much in his public 

pronouncements, but he had to be very cautious — or felt like he had to be very 

cautious.  That wasn’t his cause.  His cause was art.  I’m not forgiving him for it.  I’m not 

excusing him for it.  But it’s just like many politicians, southern politicians of the day.  

Their heart might be one place but their mouth had to be somewhere else if they wanted 

to survive in what they were doing.  But that was part of the reason that he won the 

Nobel Prize. 

 Very famous short speech.  That’s the one in which he talks about when the last 

ding-dong of doom has rung, there will still be man’s puny voice.  Man will endure.  All in 

all, it was a very optimistic speech, particularly in 1950.  He did visit some college 

campuses.  He was artist in residence at the University of Virginia for a time. 

 They tell a story about Faulkner — a big sign went up that said, “William Faulkner 

will answer questions in the library at 2:00 p.m.”  And when the students got in there, he 

came in at 2:00 o’clock and walked to the lectern and stood there about 10 minutes, 

waiting for a question.  He didn’t make any opening remarks.  Finally somebody asked 

him — he said, “Mr. Faulkner, what wisdom can you give us?”  Or I’ve forgotten what 

the question was.  But he said, “Theater [inaudible], theater women and theater police.”  

You know, and if you think about it — if you take care of those three parts of your life, 
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you might be pretty well off. 

 They say he died of a heart attack at 65.  That’s one way to put it.  His heart did 

stop on July the 5th, 1965, but there were reasons for that.  He loved to drink whiskey 

and he loved to ride horses.  He had a stable right there behind the house at Rowan 

Oak.  And he liked to jump horses over fences.  He said it just gave him a real charge.  

He really enjoyed doing it. 

 Well, when he was 55 in 1952 — I checked on this ‘cause I was curious — he fell 

off a horse and he cracked two vertebrae in his back.  And this was the cause of a lot of 

pain and another reason for the drinking to continue.  He did it again in 1959, broke his 

collarbone.  Claimed it didn’t hurt.  But then in June of ‘62 he fell off the horse, hurt his 

back again.  The horse went back to Rowen Oak.  He limped down the road and got 

back to it, got the horse.  Instead of unsaddling it, got back on it and rode it over several 

fences just to — he said, “I’m not gonna let that horse conquer me.”  Probably a mistake 

to have done that at his age.  And he became ill and later his heart stopped in the 

hospital.  And he was an alcoholic.  He drank an awful lot.  I’d like to say that Faulkner 

didn’t write when he drank, but he did.  In fact, he outlined one entire novel drunk on the 

walls of the house where he lived. 

 Particularly true, I think — it seems to be true of so many American authors like 

F. Scott Fitzgerald and Ernest Hemingway that they just had an awful trouble with the 

bottle.  Edgar Allen Poe kinda started that tradition.  One of the great question is do they 

drink because they wrote or did they write because they drank?  I have no doubt — not 

really.  I probably don’t have any doubt that they probably would’ve written better had 
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they not been drinking.  But there must be a connection.  There must be a connection 

between it somehow.  It’s so common.  Well, Eugene O’Neill is coming up on Monday 

and there’s another one who had a great deal of trouble with alcohol. 

 But be that as it may, let’s look at this little story that — one of you this morning 

said you had a hard time with “Barn Burning.”  It’s pretty straightforward. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 Well, there’s an experimental point of view that goes on in here and I think it’s 

one of the most important things that I’m gonna point out to you and would expect you 

to comment on on an exam when we get to it.  So we’ll look at that.  I think that might be 

one reason. 

 Faulkner, of course, is famous for his long and convoluted sentences and 

sometimes confusing but beautiful prose.  This book — this story has a couple of 

examples of that.  Well, for instance, after the first scene at the — in the court — this 

would be on page 1792, two-thirds down — he’s just — the little boy has just had a fight 

with another kid.  Notice the little boy is just nine or ten years old.  And the father says, 

“Get in the wagon.”  Look at this paragraph.  It contains a very famous Faulkner 

sentence but a typical Faulkner sentence.   

 “It [the wagon] stood in a grove of locusts and mulberries across the road.”  

Notice the kinds of trees those are, locusts and mulberries.  Those are hideous trees.  

Those are terrible, awful trees.  You don’t want to have locusts and mulberries around.  

The cheap trees are suitable for the cheap surroundings and the people.  “His two 

hulking sisters” — how’d you like the sisters?  It’s a brief glimpse of these feminine 
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faces who gave bovine looks — bovine.  Hmmm.  You know these girls?  In their 

Sunday dresses.  They dress up to move.  ‘Course they move from one sharecropping 

job to another.  “And his mother and her sister in calico and sunbonnets were already in 

it, sitting on and among” — now, watch this sentence — “sitting on and among the sorry 

residue of the dozen and more movings which even the boy could remember--the 

battered stove, the broken beds and chairs, the clock inlaid with mother-of-pearl, which 

would not run, stopped at some fourteen minutes past two o’clock of a dead and 

forgotten day and time, which had been his mother’s dowry.”  I go into Southern when I 

read that ‘cause I can’t help it.  Look at that.  “That clock is stopped at some fourteen 

minutes past two o’clock of a dead and forgotten day and time.”  Now, you read 

something like that and you say, “Oh, why couldn’t I write something like that?”  You 

can’t write anything like that ‘cause you’re not from Mississippi.  You have to be from 

Mississippi.  I have seldom had writing students from Mississippi who weren’t good 

writers.  It’s just not fair. 

 Of course, the beginning of this — one of the problems the writer faced or 

Faulkner faced in this is he is telling the story in which the central character is a kid.  So 

how can he do it unless it’s just omniscient narration but he wants to get in the kid’s 

head.  But the kid is inarticulate in what he might be able to put into words were he an 

adult.  Watch the way he handles this.  First of all, he uses italics.  Bottom of the first — 

last few lines of the first paragraph.   

He [the boy] could not see the table where the Justice sat and before which his 

father and his father’s enemy (our enemy, he thought in that despair; ourn!  Mine 
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and hisn both!  He’s my father!) stood, but he could hear them, the two of them 

that is, because his father had said no word yet. 

 And they tell about how he sent a messenger to tell them that wood and hay can 

burn.  Isn’t that a nice threat?  Wood and hay can burn.  I once heard a man make a 

threat like that.  He was complaining about a rendering plant in Georgia that was 

sending out a terrible smell.  These are places where horses’ bodies and so forth are 

turned into whatever they turn ‘em into — glue or dog food or whatever, pet food.  And 

he said, “You know, you need to do something about that insinuator of yours because 

it’s not very efficient.”  Yes, he did — insinuators.  Nothing happened and he called ‘em 

back.  He said, “If you don’t fix that insinuator, your place might burn to the ground.”  

They fixed it.  So wood and hay can burn. 

 Said, “Get the boy up here.  He knows.” 

His father, stiff in his black Sunday coat donned not for the trial but for the 

moving, did not even look at him. [And then he goes into italics.] He aims for me 

to lie, he thought, again with that frantic grief and despair.  And I will have to do 

hit. 

  “What’s your name, boy?” the Justice said. 

  “Colonel Sartoris Snopes,” the boy whispered. 

Colonel Sartoris Snopes.  I know a lot of you have read “A Rose for Emily” surely.  Read 

“A Rose for Emily”?  Remember Emily said, “I owe no taxes in Jackson.  Colonel 

Sartoris tells me I don’t owe any” — you know, and he’d been dead for 30 years.  But 

the Sartorises’ great symbol.  And the Justice says, “Colonel Sartoris?  I reckon 
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anybody named for Colonel Sartoris in this country can’t help but tell the truth.” 

 So he can’t — he doesn’t have enough evidence to convict Snopes of burning 

this barn, but he can give him advice.  “Leave this country and don’t come back to it.”  

He doesn’t mean the United States.  He means that part of Mississippi.  A beautiful 

description of the old man.  “The wiry figure walking a little stiffly from where a 

Confederate provost’s man’s musket ball had taken him in the heel on a stolen horse 

thirty years ago.”  And later we find out that he was literally a private soldier.  He was 

independent.  He stole horses from the Confederates and the Union.  He was not — not 

fighting for anybody but himself in the Civil War. 

 There’s a good short movie made of this story.  Have you ever seen that?  

Tommy Lee Jones plays the father and he does a really, really good job.  I mean, when 

he walks up those stairs after he’s stepped in that horse manure and steps on that rug, 

it is well done.  You can imagine him in that piece, I think. 

 Well, he slaps the kid up the side of the head after telling him, “You were fixing to 

tell them.  You would have told him.”  “His father struck him with the flat of his hand on 

the side of the head, hard but without heat, exactly as he had struck the two mules at 

the store.”  Then we have an odd thing, a point of view, at the end of that paragraph. 

Later, twenty years later, he was to tell himself, “If I had said they wanted only 

truth, justice, he would have hit me again.” 

Now that’s one way of dealing with the child’s point of view, is that he can’t have had 

that inside at the time probably but 20 years later, thinking back on the incident, 

knowing what he knows about his father, about life, about people, he can make that 
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conclusion.  I don’t find that a particular strength that Faulkner chose to do that.  But 

something else that he chose to do I find absolutely fantastic. 

 For one thing, he gets across the idea of how awful it is to be a kid.  Right in the 

middle of page 1794.  Once they arrive at the new place where his father’s gonna 

sharecrop, the father says: “I reckon I’ll have a word with the man that aims to begin 

tomorrow, owning me body and soul for the next eight months.”  And the next 

paragraph, right in the middle, it says the child is thinking about the terrible handicap of 

being young.  Well, think about it.  “The light weight of his few years, just heavy enough 

to prevent his soaring free of the world as it seemed to be ordered but not heavy 

enough to keep him footed solid in it, to resist it and try to change the course of its 

events.” 

 That’s something we forget sometimes when we talk about, oh, how happy we 

were as children.  Oh, the joys of childhood.  You’re absolutely totally helpless.  You 

have no rights whatsoever.  You are at the mercy of every big person around, and this 

is what the kid is feeling.  Notice that this house, Major de Spain’s house, is in a grove 

of oaks and cedars.  Contrast that with mulberries and locust trees.  And we go into the 

italics and I would note this passage.  It’s appeared on exams before.  Says,  

He had never seen a house like this before. [And then we go into the italics.] Hit’s 

big as a courthouse he thought quietly, with a surge of peace and joy whose 

reason he could not have thought into words, being too young for that. 

So he can’t do that, so William Faulkner is gonna do it for him.  He’s gonna take the 

thoughts of the child, still using italics but not the language of the little boy, and put it 
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into the Faulknerian language. 

They are safe from him.  People whose lives are a part of this peace and dignity 

are beyond his touch, he no more to them than a buzzing wasp: capable of 

stinging for a little moment but that’s all; the spell of this peace and dignity 

rendering even the barns and stable and cribs which belong to it impervious to 

the puny flames he might contrive. 

Impervious to the puny flames he might contrive.  And if the boy were thinking he’d say, 

“Whoa, this is some place.”  He wouldn’t dare burn a place like this.  But not impervious 

to the puny flames.  That’s brilliant, I believe. 

 But of course he steps in that manure and walks right up the porch.  “His foot 

comes squarely down in a pile of fresh droppings where a horse had stood in the drive 

and which his father could have avoided by a simple change of stride.”  The phrase 

comes to mind, red-necked pride.  I don’t know exactly or just, you know, absolutely he 

will not be diverted.  I think about the servant who opens the door. 

The door opened so promptly [the very middle of the page] that the boy knew the 

Negro must have been watching them all the time, an old man with neat grizzled 

hair, in a linen jacket, who stood barring the door with his body, saying, “Wipe yo 

foots, white man, fo you come in here.  Major ain’t home nohow.” 

“Get out of my way, nigger,” his father said, without heat too, flinging the door 

back. 

He doesn’t say that meanly.  He just says that matter-of-factly. 

And the boy saw the prints of the stiff foot on the doorjamb and saw them appear 
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on the pale rug behind the machinelike deliberation of the foot which seemed to 

bear (or transmit) twice the weight which the body compassed.   

Does he mean to do that? 

 Well, the lady — till the lady of the house comes out.  And, of course, Major de 

Spain brings the rug and tells him to clean it.   

“If I thought enough of a rug to have to git hit all the way from France I wouldn’t 

keep hit where folks coming in would have to tromp on hit,” [one of the sisters 

said]. 

I think that’s the only thing they have any dialogue at all. 

 So what does he do?  He uses harsh, homemade lye.  Bottom of 1796. 

The tracks of his father’s foot were gone.  Where they had been were now long, 

water-cloudy scoriations resembling the sporadic course of a lilliputian mowing 

machine. 

Isn’t that a wonderful image?  Can’t you see what that rug must look like?  So he brings 

it up there, riding — the middle paragraph, middle of it: 

Now in the starlight they retraced the afternoon’s path, up the dusty road rife with 

honeysuckle, through the gate and up the black tunnel of the drive to the lightless 

house, where he sat on the mule and felt the rough warp of the rug drag across 

his thighs and vanish. 

Isn’t that perfect?  If you were riding that mule with the rug across your legs? 

 Well, Major de Spain comes back.  He hasn’t even bothered to put on his hat or 

collar. 
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 “You must realize you have ruined that rug.  Wasn’t there anybody here, any of 

your women . . .”  

“It cost a hundred dollars.  But you never had a hundred dollars.  You never will.  

So I’m going to charge you twenty bushels of corn against your crop,” et cetera. 

 And it’s so wonderful that when you next see Major de Spain he has this 

incredulous expression on his face ‘cause he’s been sued by one of his sharecroppers.   

H wore on his face an expression not of rage but of amazed unbelief which the 

boy could not have known was at the incredible circumstance of being sued by 

one of his own tenants, and came and stood against his father and cried at the 

Justice: “He ain’t done it!  He ain’t burnt . . .” 

“Go back to the wagon,” his father said. 

“Burnt?” the Justice said.  “Do I understand this rug was burned too?” 

That’s beautiful. 

 Anyway, the judge is more than fair, don’t you think?  He says twenty bushels 

against you for a man of your situation.  Seems a little high because Major’s paying a 

hundred bucks, so maybe you can lose five dollars. 

 Well, he seems to be taking it awfully well.  They go and talk about horse trading 

and horse flesh, and then a nice little lunch they have — on page 1800.  He goes in the 

store and brings back some cheese and cuts into three with his knife for the boy, the 

brother and himself — and crackers.  Look at the detail.  “They all three squatted on the 

gallery and ate.”  I don’t know if you’ve ever seen this.  We used to call it hunkering.  But 

you squat down with your knees totally bent and your bottom on the backs of your 
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heels.  That’s the squat that they will assume the whole time they’re eating. 

They all three squatted on the gallery and ate, slowly, without talking; then in the 

store again they drank from a tin dipper tepid water smelling of the cedar bucket 

and of living beech trees. 

That is so perfect, perfect detail. 

 Well, he starts emptying the reservoir of the lamp into this five-gallon kerosene 

can of coal oil.  And he tells them — he suspects the son, he suspects the boy, that he 

would — might try to warn them.  And his sister-in-law, too, would like to warn them.  Of 

course, the twin girls aren’t any trouble.  The boy just has this impression — “an 

astonishing expanse of young female features untroubled by any surprise even, wearing 

only an expression of bovine interest.”  What’s that? 

 Anyway, he does get up there and yells “Barn!” 

“What?” the white man said.  “Barn?” 

Yes!” the boy cried.  “Barn!” 

 “Catch him!” the white man shouted. 

 Oh, I don’t know.  If you can remember when you were little, running so hard that 

your lungs would burn.  “. . . blood and breath roaring; presently he was in the road 

again though he could not see it.”  We do — besides the blaze, the fire that lifts up and 

lights the sky behind him, we hear two shots but we don’t know whether his father was 

hit.  That’s nowhere revealed and really unnecessary to know.  If the kid doesn’t know, 

why should we know?  I think that’s nice that he withholds that. 

 “Pap!  Pap!”. he calls.  And then finally when he gets to the trees, “panting, 
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sobbing, ‘Father!  Father!’” The description in the next to the last paragraph of this little 

boy: 

. . . his back toward what he had called home for four days anyhow, his face 

toward the dark woods which he would enter when breath was strong again, 

small, shaking steadily in the chill darkness, hugging himself into the remainder 

of his thin, rotten shirt, the grief and despair now no longer terror and fear but just 

grief and despair.  Father.  My father, he thought.  “He was brave!” he cried 

suddenly, aloud but not loud, no more than a whisper: “He was!  He was in the 

war!  He was in Colonel Sartoris’ cav’ry!” 

You know, the boy doesn’t want to lose the ideal of the father.  He will only be later as a 

man or a young man that he realizes what he’s gone through.  But this is, you know, oh, 

the standard thing, the term that we give stories like this, is called the initiation story.  

 Sherwood Anderson has one called “I Want to Know Why” in which this kid 

idolizes this racehorse manager or groom or I don’t know what you’d call him.  It’s a guy 

who takes care of racehorses.  And they go to the races and the kid follows this man he 

admires so much after the races, and they wind up at this house in the country and it 

turns out to be prostitutes there.  The boy watches through the window and he’s 

shattered that this man he’d admired so much would be such a weak soul, as least as 

far as he was concerned.  “I Want to Know Why.”  What do you call those kinds of 

stories?  Coming of age stories?  What’s another one for it?  Rites of passage?  We 

have lots of terms for this.  I guess they’re these things that we all have to go through.  

Initiation stories pretty much — one of the standard terms for it. 
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 So he is being initiated to the evils of the world and finding out how things really 

work.  And the dawn is coming up.  “The rapid and urgent beating of the urgent and 

quiring heart of the late spring night.”  Quiring means — quiring, the insects and the 

birds.  “He did not look back.”  So we can understand that he never saw his family 

again.  Well, I think that’s what we’re to see.  The story doesn’t matter so much as the 

telling of it, it seems to me.  Didn’t you kind of get to know that kid as little as he’s in 

there? 

 I gave you too much to read and there’s too much to talk about, obviously, since 

we haven’t even started Zora Neale Hurston.  I will look at the schedule.  We might 

have to, since we’re losing Thomas Wolfe — I think I might move some things around 

here because Zora Neale Hurston deserves a day unto herself.  Let’s still have the 

O’Neill because I plan on you having the weekend to read that.  Let’s still talk about 

Eugene O’Neill, “A Long Day’s Journey Into Night,” on Monday.  But we might pick up 

Zora Neale Hurston. 

 

   


